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Introduction 
 
Welcome to my newest Racing To Profit Report, Trainer Profiles 2020: The Flat. What 
follows are a collection of ‘micro angles’ focussed on 15 Flat Trainers based in the UK.  All 
angles focus on the Flat Turf and ‘standard’ handicaps, unless otherwise stated.  
 
This year I’ve replaced my ‘Trainer Track Profiles’ reports with this new approach. In truth 
I’ve no idea if it will work, but the research is solid and some of the best I’ve ever produced. 
I think this approach will be much more useful. As I write there’s hope that racing will return 
in early June, but in what form, it awaits to be seen. There should always be some caution 
with any trainer stats-based approach, but even more so this year.  
 
Below you can find sections on ‘how to use the report’, ‘my approach’ and ‘why do trainers 
succeed?’ Following this you can find the trainer angles.   
 
 
How To Use The Report?  
 
I will post daily qualifiers on my blog, www.racingtoprofit.co.uk.  
 
In ‘normal times’ this report, and the daily qualifiers, would be for members only. However, 
given the current situation all members’ content will be free of charge for the foreseeable 
future. This may well stretch into September/October. I will do my best to make the content 
as engaging, useful and profitable as possible.  
 
My hope is that, in time, this collection of micro angles will work as a systematic portfolio. 
I’m cautious advising that you dive in and back them all. I won’t be, not initially at least. You 
are free to assess the research and make your own decision. I will track results and if you 
decide to back them all, do start with very small stakes and an appropriate betting bank. 
Always bet an amount you’re prepared to lose.  
 
My over-arching approach with trainer research (inc my ‘horses to follow’ / big race trends / 
Festival Reports) is to use the information and any qualifiers as a ‘starting point’ or ‘way in’ 
for further research. That’s how I plan to use them - applying my own approach to race 
analysis before deciding whether to back them. I’m planning to use my research efforts 
much more in my ‘tipping’ and you can see how I get on as the season progresses.  
 
I will explain my members’ content another day but this flat season I’ll be attempting to 
focus on the 15 trainers listed, getting to know their methods even more, the horses they 
train and their form cycles. Whether such a focus works, as a foundation to much of my 
efforts on The Flat, time will tell. I’ll enjoy finding out. You’re invited to join me on that 
journey, and to challenge yourself in a similar way if you so wish. This focus will complement 
the other research I produce, including the Micro Monday, Tracker Tuesday and Trends 
Thursday posts.  
 
 

http://www.racingtoprofit.co.uk/
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My Approach  
 
At some point I will record a video explaining why I picked the 15 trainers that follow, as 
well as my general approach to the research/how I use HorseRaceBase, for those interested. 
There is some method to my madness and it’s a smarter approach to anything I’ve done 
previously.  
 
Below each angle I’ve explained my ‘logic’ and thinking, as best I can. Of course, without 
knowing the trainer’s mind there is plenty of educated guesswork. All angles and ‘rules’ 
require a logical foundation, and if you can’t think of one you could be ‘back-fitting’. Illogical 
ideas can be the death of any ‘system’ moving forwards. There has to be good reason for 
why I think the angle will repeat. The rules have to make sense. However, applying ‘logic’ to 
trainer behaviour is never full proof and historical success is no guarantee of future profit. In 
part that’s why I like to use ‘static’ research -that’s research undertaken before a season 
starts, that lasts for the duration of the season- as a foundation and a ‘way in’ to help with 
my betting/ tipping.  
 
With trainer angles there’s always much debate about ‘sample sizes’ – there’s no right or 
wrong for when you’ve ‘enough evidence’ – in part that’s why the logic is so important, 
along with indicators such as Actual vs Expected and Impact Value. Although again, with 
small sample sizes they should be treated with some caution. (Matt B at Geegeez HQ has 
written a post explaining these metrics – you can read that HERE>>>)  
 
Also, with some trainer methods, by the time you feel you’ve enough evidence, the 
market/general betting public has cottoned on and all the value has gone. Maybe that’s 
another reason for why the qualifiers, initially at least, should be used as a ‘starting point’. 
There is nothing wrong with speculative angles, if used correctly. It’s also important to think 
about why an angle may be underestimated by the market, what may ‘other punters’ be 
thinking.  
 
I have focussed primarily on angles with a historic 30%+ win strike rate and 50%+ win/place 
strike rate. I have ensured the stats are not skewed by a big priced winner, nor by a small 
handful of horses. I’m always concerned when angles have numerous ‘rules’ and have tried 
to limit the number of factors considered.   
 
Odds caps/guides… for many of the angles you will see an advised odds cap or a ‘guide’ 
price, as well as the stats within said angle for those sent off bigger. You can use this 
information as you please. In reality any ‘odds rule’ is a guide but for many yards, the 
market appears to be an important indicator. If wanting to follow any angles ‘systematically’ 
I’d advise picking a point in the day (9/10am for example) when you decide if a selection 
qualifies or not based on price and stay consistent with that timing. It isn’t practical to 
monitor prices all day and this approach will miss some winners, but also plenty of losers 
too. A few of the angles have no price cap. Whether the market is more or less of a reliable 
guide this flat season, I’ve no idea.  
 
 
 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=148&url=146
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Why do trainers succeed? 
 
Musing as to why certain trainers succeed and others do not is always useful. When 
focusing on the trainers I have, thinking about why they are successful and why they may 
continue to be so, or why they may improve further, is important. Why is a trainer running a 
horse today, in this race? These questions will never have a definitive answer but are worth 
pondering.  
 
Nick Mordin once wrote there are two types of trainers… those who attract expensive 
horses to the yard, and those who do not.  
 
A trainer’s owners (inc owner-breeders) and their financial firepower will impact the quality 
of stock they train. This will impact on their methods, the races they target and their 
success. Some trainers I’ve focussed on can almost be guaranteed to receive quality/well-
bred animals every season, and that’s always a solid foundation on which to build.  
 
Why, for example, is John Gosden so good, especially in recent years? Is it his personality, 
his ability to build relationships, fortune, professional insight, luck, his methods, his 
facilities, his staff, his owners, bloodstock agents, vets, farriers, feed supplier, the jockeys he 
uses (is Frankie Dettori a big reason for success in recent seasons? – both at home and on 
the track?) etc. I suspect all of these factors and many more, impact on how successful a 
trainer is and will be in the future.  
 
The jockeys a trainer uses should impact their success – they could be a superb trainer with 
well-bred horses but if they use inferior, tactically inept jockeys, that could hold them back. 
That’s relevant for the quality/experience of staff they employ, inc work riders, and the 
ability of their Assistant Trainers.   
 
Take William Haggas, one of the best. When you look at the jockeys he’s used since the start 
of 2018, you can only conclude he puts great thought into who rides his horses, and this 
makes him more successful than he otherwise would be. Of those to have ridden 10 or 
more winners for him in that time… O Murphy / G Cox / B Curtis/ L Jones/ J Crowley/ T 
Marquand / D Tudhope / J Doyle. He’s also now got young Cieren Fallon on his books. 
Would Haggas’ stats/performance dip if he no longer used Doyle / Tudhope / Marquand?  
 
There’s also much that impacts ‘Trainer Form’ at any given point in the season – changes to 
staff (eg experienced/strong work riders are vital, an upgrade/downgrade in assistant 
trainer/use of a race planner/a more experience racing secretary etc) or to facilities – new 
gallops/change of yard, or a change in feed supplier/routine. The mood of the yard. 
Environmental factors, including a dodgy batch of hay, or local fields of oilseed rape, leading 
to illness, etc. The loss of certain owners/patrons, or access to jockey X. For those who 
primarily train handicappers, they may rarely be ‘out of form’ as such, more so that most of 
their horses cannot win from their current marks and need to come down the handicap. The 
‘handicapping form cycle’ of a yard could be a factor. Noting the apparent ‘form’ of a yard 
when a horse runs can be a useful exercise and helps give context to their form. These are 
just a few examples of the factors we could think about when taking a ‘trainer led’ approach 
and trying to project success into the future. And when thinking about ‘current form’.  
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My thanks… 
 
This report would not be possible without the excellent Horse Race Base, which I use for the 
majority of my stats/trends research. I also use the superb Geegeez Gold & their Query Tool. 
(their award-winning race cards, form tools, stats dashboards and pace maps are also the 
best I’ve seen)  
 

• Horse Race Base Trial HERE>>> 
 

• Geegeez Gold Trial HERE>>> 
 

 
* 
 
 
DISCLAIMER: Historical Research, such as that below, is never a guarantee of future success, 
and should be treated as such. Profit is not guaranteed. Always bet what you can afford to 
lose. You bet at your own risk and I will not be held responsible for any losses incurred as a 
result of the information within this report. If you ever need help or advice with a gambling 
addiction, please visit… www.begambleaware.org/  When the fun stops, stop.  
 
* 
 
To the Micro Angles… 
 
 
* 
 
 
TRAINER PROFILES 2020: THE FLAT  
 
Please Note:  
 

• All stats refer to the previous 5 years, where available.  

• All stats refer to ‘standard’ handicaps, unless otherwise stated. ‘Standard Handicaps’ 
DO NOT include handicap nurseries, maiden/selling/claiming handicaps.  

• All research refers to form achieved in the UK or Ireland. Form ‘abroad’ is never 
included in my research.  

• Trainers are listed in alphabetical order.  

• The Trainers: Charlie Appleby / Ralph Beckett/ Owen Burrows / Roger Charlton/ 
Simon Crisford/ Tim Easterby / Charlie Fellowes/ John Gosden / William Haggas / 
Jedd O’Keeffe/ David Menuisier/ George Scott/ Sir Michael Stoute/ Saeed Bin Suroor/ 
Ian Williams  

 
 
 
 

https://www.horseracebase.com/subscribe.php?
https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=148&url=138
http://www.begambleaware.org/
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CHARLIE APPLEBY   
 
Angle 1  
 

• UP 1 Class from Last Time Out (LTO)  

• Tracks: Beverley | Doncaster| Newmarket (both) | York  

• Any Odds 
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 47 21 44.68 61.11 29 61.7 79.17 24.16 6.08 1.98 10.6 

2019 4 3 75 12 4 100 14.59 6.36 5.63 3.95 0.76 

2018 12 4 33.33 10.25 7 58.33 16.18 7.18 7.18 1.53 2.61 

2017 6 3 50 16.75 4 66.67 20.76 4.45 7.25 2.8 1.07 
2016 11 3 27.27 -0.62 5 45.45 0.54 -1.88 5.09 1.13 2.65 

2015 14 8 57.14 22.73 9 64.29 27.11 8.05 5.53 2.28 3.51 

 

 
Charlie Appleby trains well-bred horses for Godolphin, which is a solid foundation. It helps 
that he’s also a very good trainer. It remains to be seen how many handicap runners he has 
in the seasons ahead, as the quality of horses he’s sent appears to be increasing. His stats 
when upping his handicappers in class are impressive – they suggest he knows when to do so 
and that his horses can handle the rise. To some degree we are trusting that Appleby knows 
what he’s doing, even when on paper the horses will have a ‘class question’ to answer. 
There’s some logic for why those rising in class may go under the radar more so than, for 
example, class droppers. To date, these five tracks are where Appleby has had multiple 
winners and done best with this type. All other tracks combined are 8/67, 24p, -32… however 
any of his handicappers upped 1 class are worth closer scrutiny. Given the peculiar situation 
we find ourselves in, any trainer ‘track stats’ may be less useful than previous years, and 
caution should be advised. With the Godolphin trainers there’s also the issue that there was 
no Meydan this year, and that could have some effect on their plans/approach. Although a 
horses Meydan form wouldn’t be included in my HRB research.  
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Angle 2  
 

• UP 1 Class from LTO  

• Highest Class Run In Horse’s Career: Class 2, 3 or 4 

• 12/1 or shorter SP (guide, 0/8, 2p bigger)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 
ALL 72 25 34.72 57.26 39 54.17 80.23 26.76 5.81 1.55 16.1 

2019 6 3 50 10 3 50 12.59 2.18 4.67 2.1 1.43 

2018 13 4 30.77 9.25 8 61.54 15.18 5.72 6.36 1.4 2.86 

2017 12 4 33.33 14.75 6 50 19.05 3.52 6.66 1.53 2.62 

2016 15 3 20 -4.62 9 60 -3.46 7.26 6.15 1.01 2.97 

2015 26 11 42.31 27.88 13 50 36.88 8.08 5.22 1.77 6.22 

 

 
Another ‘class move’ angle but this time focussing on horses that have run up to a certain 
class already in their careers. In effect this is leaving out those to have run at C1s 
(Listed/Group) who may well be too high in the handicap/regressive/ over-bet and those 
that have yet to run above the lower classes, C5/6 – and as such focussing on horses with a 
certain level of ‘class’/ability, either proven or assumed by the trainer.  
 
 
Angle 3  
 

• UP 1 Class from LTO 

• Jockey: William Buick  

• Any Odds 
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 55 17 30.91 36.73 29 52.73 53.52 26.62 7.21 1.55 10.99 

2019 1 0 0 -1 1 100 -1 2.45 6.5 0 0.15 

2018 12 4 33.33 10.25 7 58.33 16.18 4.75 6.1 1.49 2.69 

2017 10 5 50 19.5 8 80 23.86 9 6.46 2.48 2.02 
2016 12 2 16.67 -5.62 5 41.67 -5.19 1.87 6.88 0.85 2.35 

2015 20 6 30 13.6 8 40 19.67 8.55 8.5 1.59 3.78 

 

 
This one is rather self- explanatory… the booking of the main man. Surprisingly this angle 
still appears to offer good value. Appleby in general had fewer handicap runners last season 
but Buick was injured for a large part of it.  Buick’s all time SR on Appleby’s handicappers is 
23%, with an A/E of 1.01.  
 
There will be some cross-over between these class move angles and occasionally ‘multiple 
qualifiers’.   
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Angle 4 
 

• Horse Runs last 90 Days: 1  

• Track Runs: 1+  

• Any Odds  
   

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 41 12 29.27 36 21 51.22 51.52 13.55 7.94 1.72 6.98 

2019 4 2 50 6.25 3 75 7.37 3.7 7.56 3.08 0.65 

2018 12 3 25 0.25 5 41.67 2.14 2.95 7.44 1.45 2.07 
2017 4 2 50 3 3 75 3.15 0.4 3.6 1.56 1.28 

2016 13 3 23.08 20.5 5 38.46 30.94 1.96 8.89 1.52 1.98 

2015 8 2 25 6 5 62.5 7.92 4.54 9.47 2 1 

 

 
Remember, generally speaking, we’re dealing with a trainer who has good quality, well bred 
horses in his care, (eg. offspring off Dubawi, New Approach, Shamardal, Cape Cross, Teofilo, 
Sea The Stars, Street Cry, Pivotal, Dansili, War Front etc) and when it comes to handicaps 
they’re usually lightly raced – the vast majority are aged 3 or 4 and 64/81 of all his handicap 
winners in the period had 0-3 runs in handicaps. If he has a handicapper, he wants them to 
progress asap.  There will come a time when Appleby’s handicappers are over-bet and offer 
no value at all but with the angles I’ve found, while very ‘micro’, there’s no sign of that just 
yet.  
 
This angle focusses on those handicappers that have had one run in the last 90 days and 
have experience of today’s course. They’re clearly still fresh, but likely with a recent run, or 
given a short break, and Appleby is running them at a track they know- some indication of 
intent.  
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Angle 5 
 

• Horse Wins This Season: 0  

• Class Move: UP 1  

• 7/1< SP (guide, bigger; 1/22,10p, -9)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 
ALL 35 15 42.86 34.08 18 51.43 42.77 8.92 4.84 1.75 8.55 

2019 4 3 75 12 4 100 14.59 6.36 5.63 3.95 0.76 

2018 5 1 20 -2.25 2 40 -1.99 -1.82 4.03 0.63 1.59 

2017 5 2 40 4.75 3 60 5.08 2.27 4.5 1.72 1.16 

2016 8 2 25 0 2 25 1.27 -4.38 4.91 1.02 1.96 

2015 13 7 53.85 19.58 7 53.85 23.82 6.5 4.99 2.27 3.08 

 

 
Again, this angle has a class move element and will cross over with some of those above, but 
it focusses on horses yet to win this season – none of the qualifiers had more than four runs 
this season. 10 of these winners had not run this season and of those 7 had won on their last 
start – but the ‘days off/making seasonal debut’ appears to offer some value, no doubt 
many assuming they may be unfit/unable to weigh up the form/their development. 
Unsurprisingly given the profile of horse this angle highlights, the market has been some 
guide, although given the number of placed horses there will likely be more winners in the 
future sent off at bigger prices.  
 
 
Angle 6  
 

• A Festival (as defined by Horse Race Base)  

• Horse Runs last 90 Days: 0 or 1  

• 7/1< SP (guide, bigger; 3/50, 15p, +16 BFSP)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 67 23 34.33 35.3 36 53.73 44.71 10.77 5.45 1.63 14.1 

2019 6 4 66.67 11.25 6 100 12.75 6.17 4.63 2.74 1.46 
2018 25 9 36 9.05 13 52 12.47 1.07 5.2 1.63 5.53 

2017 14 4 28.57 0.75 6 42.86 2.32 0.98 5.23 1.31 3.06 

2016 16 3 18.75 0.75 7 43.75 3.65 -0.5 5.98 0.98 3.07 

2015 6 3 50 13.5 4 66.67 13.52 3.05 6.47 3.06 0.98 

 
 
It should be no surprise that a trainer would target ‘a Festival’ – those historic meetings in 
the calendar with good racing, and at a fixed point in the programme book. This is one of 
those angles that may be redundant in 2020. The fact the horse has 0 or 1 run in previous 90 
days would indicate they’ve been primed for said ‘Festival’ target, with much fitness work 
done at home.  Again, the market is some guide but as you can see there are bigger priced 
winners, they’re just hard to find.  
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Angle 7 
 

• Jockey: James Doyle  

• Horse runs career: 6 or fewer  

• 7/1< SP (bigger; 0/28,3p)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 
ALL 39 12 30.77 24 23 58.97 31.49 16.42 4.92 1.36 8.82 

2019 7 3 42.86 7 4 57.14 8.29 0.93 4.86 1.91 1.57 

2018 3 2 66.67 6.5 2 66.67 6.83 1.53 4.61 3.08 0.65 

2017 9 2 22.22 1 4 44.44 1.58 -0.25 4.68 0.97 2.07 

2016 7 1 14.29 1 5 71.43 3.16 7.27 5.96 0.72 1.39 

2015 13 4 30.77 8.5 8 61.54 11.62 6.94 4.63 1.27 3.14 

 
 
Part of Appleby’s success will be down to the jockeys he has access to – mainly William Buick 
but also James Doyle – those being the main two who wear the Royal Blue for Appleby. 
When Doyle rides the thoroughly unexposed handicappers, and they’re fancied, they’re 
worth noting. He probably had more rides last year due to the absence of Buick but he’s a 
quality jockey who gets a tune out of most horses he rides, especially the inexperienced ones.  
 
** 
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RALPH BECKETT  
 

• Origin of horse: Irish or French (IRE/FR) 

• Sex of horse: Gelding or Filly  

• Horse Runs last 90 Days: 0-2  

• 14/1< SP (bigger; 0/17,1p)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 150 47 31.33 119.78 64 42.67 163.65 1.95 6.87 1.64 28.7 

2019 31 9 29.03 19.24 13 41.94 26.78 -0.07 6.93 1.54 5.86 

2018 29 7 24.14 20.63 10 34.48 29.21 -1.88 7.55 1.46 4.78 

2017 29 10 34.48 22.11 12 41.38 29.07 -1.52 5.7 1.5 6.66 

2016 33 10 30.3 22 15 45.45 28.64 -0.64 6.48 1.71 5.84 

2015 28 11 39.29 35.8 14 50 49.94 6.05 7.78 1.98 5.56 

 

 
When it comes to ‘trainer behaviour’ the ‘Origin of the Horse’ (a horse is ‘bred’ where it is 
foaled -so the suffix indicates where they were born) is some indication of the types 
/bloodlines trainers buy, the agents they may use, the breeders they like, and the ‘types’ they 
look for – for some reason RBs overall handicap stats with ‘GB’ born (most likely GB 
bred/stallions standing in GB) horses isn’t at the same level as those Irish/French born horses 
(Win %, AE) – such generalisations as this should be treated with some caution I suspect, but 
when thinking of ‘the logic’  it could be the Irish/French born horses he trains are just better 
quality (in general) than the GB horses he trains. For whatever reason the market certainly 
underestimates the IRE/FR horses he has. Maybe the patriotic British betting public like 
seeing a GB and over-bet them! He does train many GB winners but the win % are much 
lower, as are the A/E stats. I think there’s some logic there.  
 
Again, when looking at all of Beckett’s handicappers, he does best with Geldings and Fillies – 
I think there’s logic for why some trainers do better with Colts/ Geldings/ Fillies – given their 
general nature all 3 types may need treating differently, especially routine/methods. It may 
depend on the owners they have and also their business plans. Some trainers will certainly 
be better with Colts and/or Fillies than others. Beckett doesn’t trainer many Colts in 
handicaps but hasn’t done that well with them in the last 5 seasons. The fact a Colt is 
running in a handicap may be some indication their mind isn’t on the job / they’re not as 
good as hoped – obviously the hope with Colts is that they may be a stallion of the future, 
but if running in handicaps that could be less likely, or they won’t be as valuable. Beckett 
seemingly does better with the Geldings, when their mind is more on the handicap job at 
hand. It could also be that he knows when a colt needs gelding and his methods get the best 
out of them. A skill in itself.  And he appears to have a skill with the ladies. Fillies/Mares can 
need training differently.  
 
Runs in the previous 90 days – is always some indication of trainer behaviour/methods for 
me. Beckett has done well with those that are unraced/lightly raced in the previous 3 
months or so, and the market certainly underestimates them -  the more runs you have in a 3 
month period, the more recent form is on show, and the more the market can take account 
of such form. This is also the sort of info not in the wider domain.  
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OWEN BURROWS  
 

• Handicaps & Handicap Nursery  

• Horse Age: 2 or 3  

• Horse Runs Today’s Distance: 0-2  

• Any odds (9/2< best… 49 bets / 22 wins / 31p / 45% sr / +36 SP / +47 BFSP / AE 1.69)  
 

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 72 25 34.72 55.44 38 52.78 74.77 20.35 6.27 1.61 15.51 

2019 17 6 35.29 33 7 41.18 41.78 6.72 7.11 1.89 3.17 
2018 25 10 40 11.86 15 60 17.04 5.96 5.51 1.67 5.99 

2017 19 7 36.84 10.08 11 57.89 13.27 7.89 5.79 1.66 4.22 

2016 11 2 18.18 0.5 5 45.45 2.68 -0.22 7.51 0.94 2.13 

 

 
Hamdan Al Maktoum’s private trainer is very good, and seemingly underrated. He’s still a 
new kid on the block really. He goes quietly about his business, operating a 21% win SR in 
2018/2019 with all runners. Again, the foundation for his future success is solid – he gets to 
train well-bred horses from his owner’s global Shadwell Stud operation, and his stats to date 
suggest he knows what he’s doing. You’d also like to think he will be keen to keep his 
owner’s patronage and knows he needs success. He also has access to the retained jockeys – 
Jim Crowley and Dane O’Neill, who between them are responsible for 20 of these winners. 
46% and 30% win SR respectively. I imagine these two get to know the horses at home, 
which will help when it comes to race day. While this owner has horses trained elsewhere in 
the UK, all the horses in OBs care are owned by Mr Maktoum. I’m not sure if OB is allowed to 
train for others but as yet I don’t think he does.  
 
This angle suggests Burrows doesn’t like to waste much time getting wins with his 
handicappers – if they’re good enough, we don’t have to wait too long to see a winning 
performance with those aged 2/3, who are unexposed over today’s distance, some untried 
over it. Many punters like ‘proven’ experience/form over a distance, and this angle may help 
to exploit that, by trusting in the trainer. The market will eventually catch up with Burrow’s 
record with such types, but for now it hasn’t. And as he has one owner/breeder he should 
continue to train well-bred horses, so in theory it’s the sort of historical angle that should 
keep repeating. Time will tell.  
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ROGER CHARLTON  
 
Angle 1  
 

• Class 2/3/4 

• Age Restrictions: 3YO+ / 3YO  

• Sex of horse: NOT Colt  

• Horse Wins Distance: 0-1  

• Horse Wins Handicaps: 0-1  

• Any odds 
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 134 34 25.37 74.02 64 47.76 111.93 36.37 7.52 1.29 26.41 

2019 11 4 36.36 32.5 7 63.64 42.21 16.05 8.09 1.94 2.06 

2018 17 4 23.53 -6.19 7 41.18 -5.37 -3.03 5.37 0.88 4.55 

2017 51 11 21.57 18.33 24 47.06 31.1 10.45 8.22 1.2 9.15 
2016 27 6 22.22 9.88 9 33.33 17.15 0.4 7.7 1.2 5.02 

2015 28 9 32.14 19.5 17 60.71 26.83 12.5 7.15 1.6 5.63 

 

 
On the face of it there could be too many ‘rules’ with this angle – in general the fewer the 
better – but I think they all make sense. The ‘class’ and ‘age restrictions’ are the race type 
rules – he doesn’t do that well in lower class races and/or there is no value. He will want to 
be training quality and will be disappointed if he has a slow, more unpredictable C5/6 animal 
on his hands. He also doesn’t do that well in handicaps restricted to older horses (4YO+) – 
when it comes to 3YO+ races I suspect he knows what he’s doing with the weight-for-age 
scale and does well with younger/less exposed handicappers. He does know when to be 
patient with a horse but his record, as above, with those unexposed in handicaps and over 
today’s distance, is good.  
 
A bit like Mr Beckett, the stats suggest he’s not as good with Colts – again, owners don’t 
want colts running in handicaps and the fact they are, especially after a maiden campaign, 
may suggest they’re not of the highest class, and/or may need some help focussing their 
mind on the job. Within this angle, his Colts perform 39% below expectations (8/59, 21p, -
17). It could well be that his methods, especially with handicappers/those not destined for 
Group glory, are not as well suited to Colts, or they need more time.  
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Angle 2  
 

• Age Restrictions: 3YO+ / 3YO  

• Track: Newbury / Sandown  

• Any odds 
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 
ALL 59 22 37.29 65.24 34 57.63 84.14 25.92 7.15 1.76 12.48 

2019 14 8 57.14 49.63 10 71.43 60.94 14.52 7.09 2.96 2.7 

2018 4 0 0 -4 1 25 -4 -1.16 7.75 0 0.56 

2017 14 5 35.71 5.83 9 64.29 7.83 3.73 6.18 1.34 3.72 

2016 17 5 29.41 7.16 8 47.06 11.02 1.52 6.41 1.36 3.67 

2015 10 4 40 6.62 6 60 8.35 7.31 9.61 2.19 1.83 

 

 
The stats suggest Mr Charlton targets these tracks, in these types of handicaps. Again, some 
caution advised as a ‘track based’ micro may be up in the air this Flat season, as could be 
trainer angles more generally.  Horses he may have previously targeted at these tracks may 
end up elsewhere, depending on the programme.   
 
SIMON CRISFORD  
 

• Handicaps & Handicap Nursery  

• Sex of horse: Colt or Filly  

• Horse Runs This Season: 2+  

• 12/1< SP (guide, bigger; 0/16,3p)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 86 32 37.21 87.65 48 55.81 113.65 27.31 5.34 1.58 20.26 

2019 17 10 58.82 40.1 11 64.71 51.83 10.27 5.92 2.57 3.89 

2018 20 7 35 19.08 13 65 24.58 10.07 4.48 1.29 5.44 

2017 32 9 28.13 16.33 18 56.25 22.3 11.69 5.72 1.33 6.78 
2016 11 3 27.27 5.91 3 27.27 8.47 -3.73 5.57 1.24 2.41 

2015 6 3 50 6.23 3 50 6.47 -0.99 4.16 1.72 1.74 

 

Simon Crisford is another ‘new name’ in the training ranks, having started in 2015. He’s not 
a new name to racing of course, having previously been Godolphin’s Racing Manager. I 
suspect that past has given him many good contacts and a knowledge of the bloodstock 
world that may be superior to many trainers.  Drilling down into his stats and, unlike some 
mentioned, he appears to have a decent record with Colts, and is another who’s good with 
the ladies. Maybe he’s good with precocious types or younger horses in the very early part of 
their career – that could be linked to his methods, and/or his staff. There are business 
reasons I think to wanting to win ASAP with Colts / Fillies and his approach could be aligned 
with the aims of some of his owners, for example. Demonstrating that you can win/progress 
with colts/fillies would be a positive early on in your training career, given future breeding 
value.  
 
Mr Crisford also seems to run his horses into fitness and/or build up experience on the track 
and may well use a couple of runs to identify their ideal conditions.  
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TIM EASTERBY 
 
Angle 1 
 

• Class 1 & 2  

• Age Restrictions: 3YO Only / 4YO+  

• 9/1 or shorter SP (10/1+ : 1/116,18,-90)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 59 15 25.42 47.75 31 52.54 62.65 20.84 7.15 1.61 9.3 

2019 11 2 18.18 5.5 5 45.45 8.12 0.44 7.4 1.15 1.74 
2018 15 4 26.67 11.25 8 53.33 14.26 8.09 7.42 1.75 2.29 

2017 13 5 38.46 19 7 53.85 23.11 4.54 6.81 2.49 2.01 

2016 8 3 37.5 16 6 75 20.16 5.97 7.47 2.48 1.21 

2015 12 1 8.33 -4 5 41.67 -2.99 1.81 6.73 0.49 2.05 

 

 
The first of two Tim Easterby angles, both of which are straight forward. This one simply 
focusses on his C1/2 handicappers, in 3YO only and 4YO+ races. He’s seemingly good in 3YO 
only races (a specialism in itself I think) and in races for older horses, 4YO+. His record in 
3YO+ races, which include 3-year olds, older horses, and a weight-for-age scale is not so 
good. It could be he runs many 3 year olds in 3YO handicaps  first and by the time they get to 
a 3YO+ handicap, many have shown their hand for now – (either having gone up handicap or 
are not very good), and/or he’s just better at placing handicappers in these races and hasn’t 
fully got to grips with 3YO+ handicaps – well certainly not when it comes to finding ‘value’ 
angles for us to home in on. As you can see, the price/market has been a guide for how well 
these types perform.  
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Angle 2 
 

• Age Restrictions: 3YO Only / 4YO+   

• Horse had NOT won on last three starts  

• Horse Runs In Previous 90 days: 3+  

• Running in same class as LTO 

• 9/1 or shorter SP (10/1+ : 7/151, 36p, -54)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 145 44 30.34 131.38 75 51.72 166.75 33.73 6.35 1.67 26.39 

2019 47 15 31.91 54 24 51.06 69.68 12.58 6.61 1.85 8.11 

2018 32 8 25 24.75 18 56.25 32.88 12.79 6.42 1.41 5.67 

2017 21 9 42.86 34 12 57.14 41.78 8.38 6.09 2.23 4.03 

2016 26 8 30.77 20.5 14 53.85 23.48 4.47 5.94 1.59 5.04 

2015 19 4 21.05 -1.87 7 36.84 -1.07 -4.49 6.42 1.13 3.54 

 

 
Again, a focus on 3YO Only and 4YO+ handicaps, and this will no doubt include the odd 
qualifier from above also. This appears to be a decent ‘trainer method’ angle to my eyes – 
the horse Not winning on last three starts would suggest their mark may be falling, they 
could look ‘out of form’ (thus offering more value) and/or they are ‘hard fit’/running into 
form, with 3+ runs in previous 90 days. (also an opportunity to get their mark down and/or 
assess their ideal conditions)  They also have recent experience of the class/opposition level 
they are up against, not being raised in class, or dropping in class (which could be a sign 
they’re just regressive/or actually out of form as their mark plummets). Again, the market is 
some sort of guide for when these types are expected to fire. Those sent off at bigger prices 
are hard to find, as the stats indicate.  
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CHARLIE FELLOWES  
 

• Age Restrictions: 3YO+ / 4YO+  

• Horse Age: 3 or 4  

• Horse Career Runs Today’s Distance: 1+  

• 14/1< SP (guide, bigger; 0/8, 1p) 
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 67 22 32.84 65.45 31 46.27 85.03 10.65 7.27 1.83 12.05 

2019 21 5 23.81 22.5 6 28.57 30.8 1.97 8.31 1.71 2.93 

2018 12 5 41.67 16.45 6 50 20.12 2.44 7.14 2.25 2.22 

2017 19 8 42.11 26 13 68.42 32.48 9.16 6.68 2 4.01 

2016 9 3 33.33 2 3 33.33 3 -3.62 6.7 1.74 1.72 

2015 6 1 16.67 -1.5 3 50 -1.37 0.69 6.58 0.85 1.17 

 

 
Another ‘new’ kid on the block in recent years and he looks like a trainer worth following. His 
campaigning of horses abroad (eg Prince of Arran, esp in The Melbourne Cup) would indicate 
to me that he’s got the training skills required to reach the top. He certainly doesn’t lack for 
confidence. Whether he gets the horses to work with, time will tell.  
 
His record to date in all-age handicaps is decent, as it is with his 3- and 4-year olds who’ve 
experience of today’s distance. He clearly knows how to place said horses to good effect. 
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JOHN GOSDEN  
 

• Horse WON on 1st career start  

• Ran 21+ days ago  

• NOT Top Weight (inc joint)  

• Any odds (all wins 20/1<, 0/5,0p bigger)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 65 27 41.54 85.96 39 60 110.42 27.32 7.73 1.73 15.62 

2019 14 4 28.57 21.5 6 42.86 30.87 3.22 11 1.57 2.55 

2018 11 6 54.55 25.29 9 81.82 30.32 10.11 7.38 2.34 2.56 

2017 19 7 36.84 5.51 11 57.89 6.83 4.83 7.33 1.56 4.49 

2016 10 5 50 28.75 6 60 36.64 7.29 8.46 2.04 2.45 

2015 11 5 45.45 4.91 7 63.64 5.77 1.87 3.92 1.4 3.57 

 

 
A focus on one of the smaller yards!! I was struggling to find a ‘micro angle’ or a ‘way in’ for 
Gosden before looking at the performance of those handicappers who’d won on their 1st 
career start. 17/27 winners and +47 BFSP of the profit comes from those who won LTO, so 
making handicap debut having won their maiden. I find it strange that LTO winners from the 
Gosden yard can still offer value, but that appears to be the case. Or has been. Those who’ve 
had at least three weeks to recuperate from LTO do best (I’m not sure if sometimes the 
market is perturbed by a longer break, as opposed to those flat horses making a quicker 
return) as do those not at the top of the weights – these tend to be over-bet and also may 
not have enough in hand. I suspect that on paper, despite the power of the yard, that many 
still have sufficient questions to answer, and as such they’re under-bet. They’ve clearly 
shown ability to have won on their first career start, and they’re either placed to follow up 
on handicap debut (maybe underestimated depending on their maiden form/the class or 
depth of the handicap they’re now running in) or they’ve lost their way for a short time, 
maybe upped in class too quickly – but it’s not long before Gosden finds the key in a 
handicap.  
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WILLIAM HAGGAS 
 
Angle 1  
 

• Official Rating vs last race: Same  

• Class Move: Same class or drop in class 

• 13/2 SP or shorter (7/1+ : 2/54, 14p, -30)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 112 42 37.5 47.76 64 57.14 61.7 14.43 4.06 1.34 31.26 

2019 19 8 42.11 11.25 15 78.95 14.9 8 3.74 1.45 5.5 
2018 21 8 38.1 13 11 52.38 15.61 1.5 4.49 1.44 5.54 

2017 25 6 24 -3.68 11 44 -2.06 -4.01 4.35 0.94 6.37 

2016 32 14 43.75 20.29 19 59.38 25.02 8.32 3.81 1.53 9.18 

2015 15 6 40 6.9 8 53.33 8.23 0.63 3.93 1.28 4.67 

 
William Haggas is a fine Flat trainer, one of the best, and one of the best in handicaps. This is 
the first of four angles looking at his handicappers. He generally gets good horses to train 
and if they’ve the ability to win handicaps, they don’t take overly long to do so. To have 814 
handicap runners in the period and maintain a 20% win SR is impressive, and a solid 
foundation to work with. As previously discussed in the introduction, he also uses some of 
the best jockeys around.   
 
This angle focuses on those not doing too much different – their Official Rating has stayed 
the same – potentially indicating an ‘ok’ run LTO – not a performance that would ruin the 
handicap mark but not one that warrants a drop either. Combine that with running at the 
same class or a drop in class, with the market as a guide, and we’ve a recipe for success – at 
least historically anyway.  
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Angle 2 
 

• Weight: 1 or 2lbs lighter than Top Weight  

• 7/1< or shorter (guide, bigger; 1/16, 3p, -5)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 
ALL 96 36 37.5 54.41 55 57.29 68.06 20.73 4.43 1.46 24.59 

2019 22 7 31.82 6.25 12 54.55 9.33 2.03 4.35 1.25 5.6 

2018 13 5 38.46 8.5 7 53.85 10.93 3.02 5.31 1.92 2.6 

2017 22 10 45.45 18.28 14 63.64 20.26 6.6 4.52 1.68 5.96 

2016 24 10 41.67 18.75 15 62.5 23.43 7.33 4.03 1.57 6.37 
2015 15 4 26.67 2.63 7 46.67 4.1 1.75 4.26 0.99 4.06 

 

 
This angle focusses on handicappers that, based on ratings, are nearly the best in the race, 
on what they’ve done to date/their rating – yet still may have something in hand, and/or 
facing weaker opposition. Haggas does well with Top Weights, but the market seemingly 
homes in on them more so than those just below Top Weight… 29/97, 53p, +0 SP , AE 0.98 … 
those handicappers sent off 7/1 or shorter that are not Top Weight, or 1 or 2 lbs lighter…  
400 bets / 86 wins / 176p / 22% sr / -69 SP / -35 BFSP / AE 0.85  
 
 
 
Angle 3 
 

• Distance: 1m4f+  

• Handicap Wins: 0-1  

• 12/1< SP (guide, bigger; 0/6, 2p)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 109 36 33.03 59.87 51 46.79 84.31 2.36 5.47 1.33 27 

2019 29 11 37.93 22.24 15 51.72 30.87 2.86 4.95 1.41 7.81 

2018 22 6 27.27 1.5 9 40.91 2.83 -5.72 5.38 1.15 5.2 

2017 19 7 36.84 16.13 10 52.63 25.01 3.11 5.79 1.6 4.37 

2016 16 5 31.25 21.75 7 43.75 25.98 7.23 7.28 1.57 3.18 

2015 23 7 30.43 -1.75 10 43.48 -0.38 -5.12 4.67 1.09 6.44 

 

 
Quite simply, in the last 5 years, Haggas has done exceptionally well with his long-distance 
handicappers, 1m4f+, that are unexposed – or in any case, with 0-1 handicap wins, they 
should be well handicapped/more to come one day. It could be they are not seen to best 
effect until ‘getting a trip’ to run over, but Haggas seems adept at judging which of his 
handicappers need these distances to be seen to their best.  
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Angle 4  
 

• Tracks: Goodwood/ Haydock/ Newbury/ Sandown  

• Age Restrictions: 3YO+ / 4YO+  

• 17/2< SP (guide, bigger; 0/20,6p)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 
ALL 77 31 40.26 75.78 44 57.14 99.47 14.84 4.97 1.66 18.62 

2019 12 4 33.33 10 7 58.33 13.35 4.07 4.59 1.33 3.01 

2018 20 8 40 26 13 65 31.93 7.35 5.51 1.9 4.21 

2017 17 8 47.06 19.45 10 58.82 27.87 3.44 4.73 1.83 4.37 

2016 16 8 50 14.5 9 56.25 18.64 0.55 4.84 1.95 4.1 

2015 12 3 25 5.83 5 41.67 7.68 -0.56 4.94 1.02 2.93 

 

 
Some track-based stats may be useless in 2020, we shall see. But, Haggas has had particular 
success in all-aged handicaps at these four tracks and I suspect there’s plenty of races that 
he’s targeted in the past and will hopefully continue to do so in the future. Asking, ‘why is he 
running a horse in race X at track X’ should help, especially if using this angle as a ‘way in’ – 
For example… speedier/more balanced/agile horses for Goodwood? Sandown - more 
galloping/staying sorts who can take time to hit their stride? Strong travellers with a turn of 
foot for Haydock/Newbury? (or sloggers if Haydock is testing)  
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JEDD O’KEEFFE  
 

• Horse had 0-3 career wins  

• Horse ran 16-45 days ago  

• 9/1< SP (bigger; 1/65, 9p, -54)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 129 39 30.23 64.01 75 58.14 83.82 34.81 5.72 1.5 25.94 

2019 32 13 40.63 30.25 21 65.63 37.72 15.1 5.14 1.86 7 

2018 19 6 31.58 8.25 11 57.89 10.32 5.46 5.72 1.67 3.59 

2017 30 6 20 -2.87 12 40 -1.37 -6.6 5.76 1 6 
2016 19 6 31.58 10.75 12 63.16 13.96 5.74 5.37 1.5 4.01 

2015 29 8 27.59 17.63 19 65.52 23.19 15.12 6.56 1.5 5.34 

 

 

 

Jedd O’Keeffe is a dual-purpose trainer worth following it seems and his Flat handicappers 
are worth noting. This is another simple approach, again using the market as a guide. Those 
handicappers that had 0-3 career wins would generally be unexposed/more to come one 
day, and that ran 16-45 days ago – when looking at his flat stats, this appears to be the 
‘fitness sweet spot’ – that could just be random/luck, but certainly those that make a quick 
return within these rules, haven’t done as well just yet… 9/60, 26p, AE 0.67 returning within 
15 days. For example, for some of his horses It could be he mis-judges just how much their 
last race took out of them and doesn’t give them enough recovery time. Every trainer can be 
guilty of that. If only the horses could talk.  
 
It should be noted that, within these ‘rules’, those returning 151-240 days are…  
22 bets / 6 wins / 12p / 27%sr / +9 SP / +11 BFSP / AE 1.63  
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DAVID MENUISIER  
 

• Sex of Horse: Geldings Only  

• 16/1< SP (bigger: 0/25, 2p)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 110 29 26.36 83.76 48 43.64 105.05 15.81 7.66 1.54 18.79 

2019 30 10 33.33 33.63 16 53.33 44.31 6.32 6.85 1.71 5.85 

2018 30 9 30 23 12 40 26.39 -3.44 7.38 1.71 5.27 

2017 20 3 15 -3.75 7 35 -3.01 3.98 8.11 1.01 2.96 

2016 18 5 27.78 31.5 9 50 36.17 8.56 7.94 1.78 2.81 

2015 12 2 16.67 -0.62 4 33.33 1.19 0.39 9.24 1.05 1.9 

 
 
A very simple approach for the time being, but David Menuisier is a trainer worth following, 
especially in handicaps and even more so with geldings. If nothing else, a decent ‘way in’ for 
now. As yet he’s not been as prolific with colts and fillies… a combined… 84 bets / 12 wins / 
34p / 14% sr / -14 SP / AE 0.82. This could just be bad luck given the number of placed horses 
but to date he’s done best with geldings, who may be less precocious, more predictable and 
have nothing else to focus on bar their racing. As I think aloud, maybe not having to worry 
about placement for stud value also allows him to train/place his horses as he sees fit- I 
suspect there’s less pressure from owners with geldings. These stats do include a few horses 
with multiple wins and maybe his methods ensure a horse improves with time/experience, 
and it can take a while for the handicapper to catch up, once it clicks. Maybe his colts keep 
getting distracted by his fillies, and vice versa!  
 
 
GEORGE SCOTT 
 

• Horse Age: 3  

• 8/1 or shorter SP (bigger; 0/29, 3p)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 69 23 33.33 41.23 41 59.42 54.57 22.33 5.39 1.45 15.81 

2019 23 7 30.43 9.13 15 65.22 13.6 12.31 4.86 1.28 5.47 

2018 22 8 36.36 12.25 13 59.09 16.88 4.84 5.53 1.5 5.33 

2017 12 5 41.67 19.25 7 58.33 23.78 3 5.37 1.93 2.59 

2016 12 3 25 0.6 6 50 0.31 2.19 6.2 1.24 2.42 

 

Like his good friend Charlie Fellowes, another relatively new kid on the block. This sort of 
angle won’t be useful for many seasons but for now, as a ‘way in’, I thought I’d include it. It’s 
as simple as it gets really.  His 2-Year-Old stats have been similar every season and he should 
have plenty of 3 Year Olds to go to war with this season. Whether he likes a bet, or his 
owners, I’m not sure – however the market is a decent guide as to their chance.  Those 23 
wins come from 14 different horses and if they have the ability/temperament, he knows how 
to get 1 to 4 wins from them before the handicapper catches up. A young trainer to watch, 
who’s methods in time may become clearer.  
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SIR MICHAEL STOUTE  
 

• Distance Beaten LTO: 10.05-30 L  

• Horse runs career: 2-7 (guide, 8+ 0/12,3p)  

• 14/1< SP (bigger 0/5,0p) (all SMSs handicappers sent off 16/1+, 0/35,5p) 
 
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 
ALL 60 23 38.33 104 32 53.33 131.85 29.54 7.12 2.28 10.1 

2019 9 4 44.44 20.5 5 55.56 24.78 6.82 7.67 3.1 1.29 

2018 11 3 27.27 4 4 36.36 3.43 -3.59 6.5 1.54 1.95 

2017 10 7 70 46.5 7 70 55.09 11.42 7.28 4.09 1.71 

2016 13 5 38.46 15.75 10 76.92 20.64 16.09 7.7 2.63 1.9 

2015 17 4 23.53 17.25 6 35.29 27.92 -1.2 6.71 1.23 3.25 

 
 
Another ‘Master Trainer’ to add into the mix and it’s very ‘micro’ given his overall handicap 
numbers – however, plenty of logic – firstly we are dealing with unexposed horses, which is 
never a bad place to start – 2-7 career runs. And it’s SMS, he doesn’t train many poorly 
bred/cheap types. We are then looking at those who completed LTO but were stuffed out of 
sight. You can understand the market underestimating a well-beaten horse LTO.  As per the 
stats above 32 of the 60 that were well beaten LTO bounced back to win or place, so clearly 
had a valid excuse, and/or SMS had since worked his magic. Many at decent prices. The 
fundamentals suggest this is the sort of angle that should keep ticking over – SMS is a 
master, who has well-bred quality horses to train. They’re lightly raced, and it doesn’t take 
long for him to find the key, even when tailed off on their previous start.  
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SAEED BIN SUROOR  
 

• Class 1,2,3 

• Class Move: Same or Drop In Class  

• Ran in a Handicap LTO  

• 10/1< SP (bigger; 0/40,3p)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 123 34 27.64 67.84 54 43.9 91.72 10.52 6.19 1.38 24.6 

2019 22 8 36.36 19.63 9 40.91 25.45 1.26 5.75 1.67 4.8 

2018 30 7 23.33 -0.75 10 33.33 1.64 -10.22 5.86 1.11 6.31 

2017 14 3 21.43 -2.25 9 64.29 -1.12 5.89 5.54 0.97 3.09 

2016 25 5 20 12.38 6 24 17.55 -8.17 6.85 1.15 4.34 

2015 32 11 34.38 38.83 20 62.5 48.2 21.76 6.58 1.82 6.06 

 

 
Another of Godolphin’s trainers… I do feel Charlie Appleby has taken the Godolphin limelight 
since he started training – I suspect that’s a combination of him being a better trainer, but 
also getting sent the best of that year’s crop. Saeed seems to get the cast-offs these days 
and it’s something he publicly complained about last season.  He still has well-bred horses 
though. A good place to focus seems to be on those that have some decent ability (C3+), 
have experience of handicaps, and are running at the same class or dropping in class. 
Appleby is adept at moving them up in class, as we’ve seen – maybe that’s because he’s got 
classier horses to work with who may climb the ranks quicker. However, the stats suggest 
Saeed still knows the time of day, especially when it comes to handicap placement, and even 
more so when they’re relatively well fancied.  
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IAN WILLIAMS  
 

• Class 4/5/6 

• Horse Had RUN at Class 2 and above in career (C2, Listed, Group 1/2/3)  

• 9/1 or shorter SP (10/1+ : 2/89, 11p, -53)  
  

Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) AvgOdd A/E ExpWins 

ALL 143 47 32.87 110.93 69 48.25 141.54 20.95 5.99 1.66 28.32 

2019 55 16 29.09 37.17 27 49.09 52.49 11.83 6.07 1.45 11.03 

2018 33 15 45.45 28.01 19 57.58 34.27 7.19 4.82 1.85 8.11 

2017 28 6 21.43 10.25 10 35.71 14.12 -1.27 6.63 1.3 4.62 
2016 11 4 36.36 12.5 4 36.36 14.07 0.24 6.8 2.22 1.8 

2015 16 6 37.5 23 9 56.25 26.58 2.97 6.48 2.17 2.76 

 

 
The 15th and final trainer in this report. I get the impression that Ian Williams is still 
underestimated. He’s up there as one of the best dual-purpose trainers around and his flat 
handicappers are always worth a look – again, he’s another where the market can guide. I 
believe they’re a ‘gambling’ yard. There is plenty of logic to this angle… we are focussing on 
handicappers that previously ran at a higher level, but today find themselves in the lower 
classes. It’s likely many of these formerly higher rated horses have lost their way or lost their 
form, either for Williams or former connections, or they were too highly tried – however he 
seems to have a knack at finding the key and getting them to run up to the best of what 
current ability remains, often from much lower marks than their peak.  
 
 
** 
 

END 
 
All that’s left for me to say is thanks for reading, I hope you found the information 
interesting and with any luck it helps both you and I have an enjoyable and profitable flat 
season. Don’t forget, I’ll be posting qualifiers for free on my blog.  
 
Happy Punting,  
 
Josh  
 
You can follow me on Twitter HERE>>> 
 
You can find Racing To Profit on Facebook HERE>>> 
 
You can find my blog HERE>>> 
 
Email: info@racingtoprofit.co.uk  
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